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Summer Term
Jubilee Preparations/ Collaging:
In preparation for the Queen’s Jubilee
celebrations, each class has created their
own hall displays; incorporating elements of
their current learning. The children are really
enjoying, and proving very good with collaging.
Please see their fabulous work below!

Our Values: Teamwork, Honesty, Selfbelief, Determination, Passion and
Respect
STAR LEARNER
Star learner has been awarded to Poppy.
Poppy has completed some fantastic writing
pieces this week; from an evaluative letter to
an informative leaflet. She included the
appropriate features for both.
Well done, Poppy!

Important Messages

English:
In Year 4, we have started to read ‘The Tin
Forest’. So far we know that there are
themes of nature, hope and care. We only
know that an old man lives in a small house
surrounded by litter and rubbish, yet he is
determined to make good of it. Consequently,
we produced leaflets to educate people on
saving our world and also letters pretending
to be Estate Agents, trying to evaluate his
property.

Everyone would have received a plaque
reveal tablet today after school. This is
to aid them with their experiment. This
must be done with an adult present. The
children have been spoken to about
completing with a parent. This will help
with our upcoming teeth Science lessons.
The task and tablet instructions will be
outlined on Seesaw, and you will see
images of the product packaging. Do not
complete the experiment if you cannot
access the instructions on Seesaw. It is
important that you read it correctly. The
home learning should be completed by
17th May. If you have any questions about
this, please come and see me.
Dates:
23rd May- Assessment Week
26th May- Class Photos
27th May- Jubilee Celebrations@School
6th June- INSET DAY
7th June- MTC Window Opens
7th June- Geography Week@School
16th June- Year 4 Class Assembly
24th June- MTC Window Closes

